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1. General characteristics of thc candidatc's rcscarch and applied scientific 
activity 

In hег authorship report, associate professor Dr. М aria Petrova - Nikolova has 
shown and proved authot·ship and co-authorship in а total of 39 puЬlications, 29 of 
which аге гeferenced in SCOPUS. According to the Certificate of Fulfillment of 
Minimum Requirements of the Institute of Physical Cheшistry-BAS, "Acad. R. 
Kaishev" filled out Ьу the candidate, she pat1icipated in the сштеnt competition 
with 29 puЫications. Five puЬlications (Q2) аге accepted as equivalent to habilita
tion woгk (indicatoг "В") with а total numbeг of points 100 (5х20) out of the re
qui!'ed 100, and another 12 puЬlications, outside ofthese, are included in indicator 
"D" and only of them collect а total of 240 points with the minimum required for 
the entire "D" indicatoг- 220. Here are also included puЬlications from Q3-3, Q4-
4, SJR- 2 and of course 3 Patents, which foгm the total number of 453t. The result 
is eloquent on evety single indicator. Thus, according to formal cгiteria, the works 
presented exceed the гequirements of the IPC-BAS Regulations and those set Ьу 
LDASRВ. It makes an impressioп that а large part ofthe puЫications in-group "D" 
are with Q2 -12, but this is easily explained Ьу the fact that the candidate's research 
work is scientifically applied. This also explains the puЬlications in magazines 
with an industrial and applied focus. The pl'esence of three issued patents shows 
that tl1e authoг has а sense of the key elements in the coпducted reseaгch, which 
allows hег to coпectly assess the complexity and direction of the conducted re
search and find the гight scientific апd technological solutions. This, in tum, guar
antees her gгeat citation index, which is reflected in the noted 437 citations in 
world litet·atuгe. 

Thus, the total пumЬег of poiпts fог the various iпdicatшs can Ье summaiized as 
follows: 
В - requiгed 1 ОО - collected 1 ОО 



D - required 120 - collected 874 
Е - requiгed 150 - collected 400 
Total requiгed 490 collected 1827 

The achieved гesult repeatedly exceeds the set requiгeшents and unequivocally 
shows that t\1e candidate covers all the necessary indicators, exceeding theш (in most 
cases 2-3 tiшes). All the puЬlications pt·esented are in the subject ofthe institute and 
i п the scope ofthe given competitioп, which does not гaise doubts about the qualities 
ot· the candidate. 

2. Basic scientific and scientific-applied contributions 
ln recent years, tl1e pгeparation ot' dispersed шaterials tl1at cotnЬine the pгopet1ies of 
шetal s and non-metals has been the subject of intensive research. The incoгpoгation 
ot· dispersed particles into the шetal шatrix through the pгocess of cheшical deposi
tion leads to the pгoduction of а new geneгation of materials with new chemical and 
physical properties. Ofparticulai interest are materials with solid dispersed pat1icles 
included iп theш. 
One ofthe шost comшon metal coatings obtained chemically is copper, which is due 
to the high c:Iectrical and theпnal conductivity of copper. Coatings with particle sizes 
of' 3- 125 f.!Ш have been obtained fiom various finely dispersed powdet·s, including 
diamond and BN deposited on metallic or non-metallic substrates. lt has been estab
lished that, depending on the size ofthe embedded particle, preliminary treatment of 
the latter is necessary - including metallization. Based on the conducted expeгiments 
апd accшnulated experierice, а laboratory technology was developed tor embedding 
similar materials in а nickel matrix. [ 45 ,46,49,51 ,52,55]*. Accumulated expeгience 
has allowed chemical deposition of nickel and соррег phosphor coatings on lшrd 
metallic and non-metallic substrates. The conditions and ways of realizing such sam
ples and their application in the modern industry are considered. [60, 70]*. 
Science and applied research are focused on real objects from the industгy- ABS. А 
special technology has been developed that allows the cieation of а stгong "mechan
ical" connection of the pad with the base, which guarantees excellent adhesion and 
а stroпg coating. Achieving these excellent characteгistics, however, requires enor
шous woгk and insight into the chemist1·y ofthe process, because ofiпvaluable уею·s 

of' experience. [32-37,41 ,42,57]*. 
Fог industгia l applicatioп, а new salt based on PdS04 and а Iow-concentration com
plexing agent ope1·ating in а wide t·ange of 20-SOmg/1 Pd has been developed and 
pгoposed, which guarantees а 30% higher micro hardness than that of ordinat-y NiP 
coatings and replaces the traditional PdCI2 activator. [37]* А protocol for chemical 
deposition of copper dispersion coatings for the industry was also successfully de
veloped, whicl1 was ret1ected in [pat.I, 40, 54]*. 
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Тl1е iшposition of' increasingly strict norms regarding the cheшical гeagents used is 
paгticularly relevant in the electroplating industгy. Fог this, а large series of re
seaгches is directed to this section and covers the developшent of environшeпtally 
fгiendly electгolytes for соррег deposition with the reduciпg agent formaldehyde ot· 
(NaH2P02.H20). The woгk is extremely гewarding and the candidate has descгibed 
his гesearch in а series of7 theses and one patent. [58,59,61 ,62,65,66,67 раt.З] * . The 
pгocesses of chemical copper deposition оп а matгix of nano poгous anodic alumi
пшn oxide \Vеге studied. The optimal compositions and шodes ot' opeгation of the 
copper electrolyte were estaЬlished [63, 59]* and а comprehensive шodel descгiЫng 
the kinetics of foпnation ot' complex Al-0-Ag coatings was proposed. 
The widely Ltsed 3D printers with industrial application. Wide ranges of3D-priпtaЫe 
polyшers such as (РЕТ), (ABS), poly lactate (PLA), polyethylene teгephthalate witl1 
glycol (PETG), which can Ье chemically шetallized, have been investigated. Acti
vators of the metallizatioп process based on colloidal Pd/Sn, at different tempera
tuгes and гeducers SLtch as (СН20 and NaH2P02) were selected. [68]* 
In another large series of studies, the preparation of nickel/phosphorus dispersion 
coatiпgs on а flexiЬle РЕТ substrate of different types of dispersions: SiC, Zr02, 
hBN and cBN [50, 53, 56, 69]*. From the conducted research, it was concluded that 
the гesulting nickel and. cobalt dispersion coatings can Ье used as ап alternative to 
hard chromiuш platiпg and thus avoid the use ofthe highly toxic Сrб+. 

In огdег to apply copper dispeгsion coatings in vaгious areas, the following types of 
systems have been studied- Si02, Al203 and Ti02, SiC and gгaphite, [43, 44, 47, 
48, 53]* . Based on these studies, а technology was cгeated for obtaiпing copper coat
ings with included diffeгent types of nano dispeгse powders on а t1exiЬle substгate 
шаdе of non-woven textiles. Uniform in thickness, coatings with decoгative and ex
cellent technological and electгo technical chaгacteristics were obtained. 

3. Reflection of the candidate's scientific puЬiications in Bulgarian and foreign 
lite1·ature 
The works of associate pгofessor Dr. Maria Petrova - Nikolova have found а de
se гved reflection in the intet-national liteгature with 437 citations according to data 
t'гom Scopus. The applicant's Hirsch index (h) is 10. The candidate's publications, 
all puЬiished after 2005, when he was awaгded an associate degree, have so far re
ceived over.430 citations. Aшong the most cited works included in the competition, 
puЬlications with more than 20 citations deseгve to Ье noted. These are works [ 40 -
46 (from Scopus list)] with 367 citations. There is another laгge group ofwoгks with 
over 15 t·efeгeпces. These \Vorks [25, 47-49 (again from the Scopus list) foпn 68 
citations. The topic is extremely interesting and cuпent, especially in the field of 
nano di speгse coшposites, coatings and catalysts, both on metallic and non-шetallic 
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substrates. The latter turn out to Ье extremely interesting objects fог research and аге 
ot' gгeat iпdustrial intet·esf. 

4. Critical notes aod recommendations to the candidate's scientific works 
I have no cornments or recommendations for the candidate's works, the topics аге 
cuгrent апd deve1oped in the direction ofknowledge and development oftechnology. 

Conclusion 
ln teпns ot'its vo1шne, quality and scientornetric indicators, the candidate tully meets 
the recommeпded requireшents tor occupying the academic position "Professor" at 
LDASRB (агt . 24, рагаgгарh 1, item 4) and the Regulations of the Institute of Phys
ical Cl1eшistгy, IPC-BAS "Acad.emic Rostislav Kaishev", to acquire scientific de
grees and осеиру academic positions. 
The mateгials pгesented fог гeview give me the full reason with conviction to express 
my positive opinion on the consideгed application and to recommend to the Ноnог

аЫе Juгy to awaгd. Associate Professor Dr. Maria Petrova- Nikolova the academic 
position of "Professor" in professional diгection 4.2 Chemical sciences, "Physical 
Cheшistгy" fог the needs of the Institute of Physical Chemistry, IP~-BAS "Acad. 
Rostislav Kaishev". 

Solia, 24.04.23 / .. 
/Ргоf 
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